Donation Process

Autism BrainNet makes the donation process as simple as possible for every family. Donor families are treated with respect and compassion and provided with ongoing support.

1. **FIRST STEP**
   
   Call Autism BrainNet at **877-333-0999** as soon as possible when a death has occurred or is near for immediate assistance.

2. **SECOND STEP**
   
   Autism BrainNet coordinates brain recovery and transportation to our nearest site.

3. **THIRD STEP**
   
   An Autism BrainNet clinician follows up with the donor family to learn more about the donor.

Our staff is available **24/7** and will walk your family through the donation process. There is no cost to families and brain donation does not interfere with autopsy and funeral plans.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Call: **877-333-0999**  
Email: **info@autismbrainnet.org**

www.autismbrainnet.org  
Autism BrainNet is a program of SFARI